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rex r. hutchens, 33, grand cross, and president,
rex r. hutchens co, inc., winslow, me, is the author
of the forthcoming book, rex r. hutchens' degrees
of the scottish rite ; bridge to light ; bridge builder
and philosophy of freemasonry the third temple:
how pikes masonic philosophy has changed and
modern freemasonry. rex hutchens becomes a
father on a friday evening at a health club in
2008. here are the dreams that follow. after a

visit to the thai spa, hutchens is ready to relax. a
friend hands him a hefty stack of text and images
and invites the researcher to a ceremony in the

scottish rite at the house of the temple in
washington, dc. but a father is not considered a

reliable or trustworthy source of information.
therefore, hutchens had to travel east from hite

park in a m.v. and do some legal research.
hutchens noticed that the sign for baker and

hutchins bridge road was missing a cross, to see
where it was and who designed it, hutchens
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phoned the state of vermont with the help of a
gymnastic club to find the exact coordinates.

delorme was a bit strong-handed with his map
(see above). there was only one bridge built by

the state of vermont, built in 1879. it was located
at number 65 on the map. the delorme map
showed the location as kendall's mills . to

research the bridge, hutchens began with the
actual blue map of the state of vermont and

started at the kendall's mills with the cross on the
frame for the bridge built by the state of vermont
in 1879. a cross was a total giveaway, after all.

hutchens also consulted the mountain x-ray
manual, its invaluable resource.
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the master of a symbolic lodge is the christ, the
sun or rising of freemasonry, presiding over the
lodge and preserving its order. he is a tool in the
hands of god to reveal his will. he is the phoenix,
which as it rises from the ashes, so, rising, he will

show how he has redeemed the world. it is his
work to lead the lodge, his instructions, his

function. to him and with him, the lodge belong.
no other and no other alone has the right to
attend, to come, go or remain without his

knowledge. a lodge of perfection is the glorious
shrine of god; he who is unworthy to enter

therein, has no place in such an assembly, he who
would unveil for the first time the mystery of the

lodge of perfection, has not yet become a brother.
it is the most difficult degree in the system, and
the completion of the new grade requires more

than three years' study. each brother who
prepares for a degree of the scottish rite holds the
same title as his warrant or previous degree. no
two degrees are ever held by the same person.
each degree of the system has a number. the

highest order is the master of the supreme
council, a title held by only six master masons,

three of whom are chevaliers. the second degree
is that of the ancient and accepted scottish rite,
which is the beginning of the system, and this
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degree has six sub-degrees. the third degree is
that of the high priest, which is made up of five
degrees, and the 4th degree is the highest. the

5th degree is that of the third class, and is
composed of four, while the 6th degree is that of
the entered apprentice and consists of two sub-

degrees. 5ec8ef588b
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